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Honoring our pioneers of Circles

We dance in a circle of gratitude and reciprocity. 

Lynda Kahn & Jack Pearpoint



Today’s Agenda

HELP? 

Micah’s Circles Over the 30 Years

Why Circles Matter

The 5 “I”s of Circles (Principles)

■ Intentional, Invite, Interest, Interdependent, Impact on ALL, and 

Include a facilitator

Ways to cultivate, create and maintain Circles



Our intention for being together today:

• Strengthen your interest or current work in 

cultivating Circles.  

• Recognize one “next step” you will take. 

• “Fall in love” with the act of intentionally inviting 

support and asking for help.



Inviting support/Asking for help 

is our superpower

“To hell with bootstraps, 

for surely we need to swoop in on most days

and save each other.”

                                                                   ~L.R. Berger



■ Asking for help = builds connection/community.

 

We are here to awaken from our illusion of  

separateness.

  -Thích Nhất Hạnh



What makes it hard to
   ask for help . . . 
to engage others

or acknowledge a need/a 
vulnerability? 

Pause and Reflection



Insert photo of our family

Micah, Emma, Alyssa

Rich and Janice



Primary expressive speech and language disorder

severe
 visual m

oto
r d

elay

Sensory integration dysfunction
Fine and gross motor delay

Developmental dyspraxia and RITALIN NOW

More and more labels

Mentally retarded

Cognitive impairment

Neurological disorder

Seizure disorder

Anxiety disorder

Heart aneurysm….

Best label: 

Political junkie!

A little bit about Micah’s 39 year journey!



Micah in first grade 

“I wanna go in 
the same door 
as my friends.” 



Micah’s Circle – 

    3rd Grade

How the Circle Started:
    No one knew HOW to do this. 



Micah’s Circle – High School







Syracuse University – School of Education



Watch the documentary:  

Intelligent Lives on Amazon Prime

Micah’s Circle in Syracuse 



Small Group Conversation
                 6 minutes

What did you hear in Micah’s story (or from your own 

experience) that is important to creating Circles 

and inviting support?

What is the role of asking for help?  What does it take 

to invite others into our circle?  
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Why circles matter

■ To Micah and the person seeking a Circle

■ To Siblings and other family members

■ To Parents/Caregivers

■ To school settings



“I always tell parents 

who have young kids 

with disabilities, “Start a 

Circle of Friends.” I tell 

my adult friends with 

disabilities, “Start a 

Circle of Friends.” 

In my Circle, we laugh a 

lot, eat pizza, and talk 

about things that I want 

to talk about. Sometimes 

they help me think about 

things that I haven’t 

thought about. 

Judith Snow

Why circles matter to Micah?



When I want to do new things, have fun, or need help 
or a ride, or want to try skiing, or yoga, or just want to 

hang out with my friends, I know my Circle 
is there to plan with me or 
support me. 

Sometimes I have to make important 
decisions, like choosing a new roommate or 

thinking about my future goals. I’m more confident 
because I know I can talk it over with my Circle.  

A couple of years ago, I wanted to start dating. I 
was excited and kind of scared. I talked it over 
with my Circle. They helped me do “practice 
dating.” I got less scared and started dating.



Why circles matter to siblings?

I am not alone







Why circles matter to parents/caregivers?

Protector

Guide



It’s not about letting go . . .



It’s about 
learning how to 
hold on 
differently. Supported 

Decision 

Making



A story of strengthening Circle Connections







Why Circles Matter for School Settings





Second grade



Sample letter from a parent & a teacher about 
Circle of Friends

Dear Families in Room ____,
This letter is written to let you know about a new activity to be 
offered for interested 1st and 2nd graders in Ms. Emma’s class.

I am the mother of Tyler. As you may know, he is a student in your 
child’s class. Because of his unique learning needs, he receives 
some specialized instruction each day in addition to being in Ms. 
Emma’s class.

Ms. Emma and I are writing to you because we are excited about   
“Circle of Friends” being used around the country. All children want 
and need friends.  Sometimes children with learning differences or 
disabilities benefit from having additional support or help to make 
and maintain friends and peer relations. General education 
students also often need some assistance in their efforts to 
connect or interact with their peers who may have learning 
differences.  

The “Circle of Friends” group is a friendly and a bit more formal 
way to support opportunities to hang out, do things together, and 
engage a classmate who has some disabilities. We have learned 
from many families that these “circles” have benefited all children, 
both with and without differences. There are many beautiful 
stories of growth and discovery for everyone, including families.



What is a Circle?

. . . a party with a purpose,
    not a program



Or on Zoom 



The 5 I’s to Circles

■ Intentional & Invitational

■ Individual with disability 

         and their Interests

■ Interdependent 

■ Impact on ALL

■ Include a Facilitator



Most people won’t come into a Circle if 
they are not invited.

Intentional & Invitational

Who can we invite?

*If school-based = classmates

*If more community-based
• Credit Union staff

• Bus driver

• Faith-based members

• Sports manager

• Shop keeper (comic store)



Individual with disability and 
their Interests

Building a Circle around the 

interests or growing interests of 

the person with the disability

The interests can be:

• hobbies, 

• talents, 

• sports, 

• Politics/current events, 

• spiritual or religious groups, or 

• may be something totally new 

and unexpected.



Check list of a few ideas. Feel free to check what might 
work for you.

___  going to the movies
____ attending concerts
____ cooking/planning meals with Micah
____ helping with homework
____ being a part of his job searches/planning for future work/career
____ exercising/jogging/weight lifting
____ helping with his speaking engagements
____ computer technology training
____ transportation
____ arranging for volunteering activities
____ organizing his Circle of Support activities
____ hanging out
____ talking on the phone or emailing Micah
____ Political work with the Democratic Party (Micah is clear about his 
political party!)
____ Jewish young adult activities or Synagogue
____ sports activities
____ not sure what I want to do, but I would like to participate in some 

way_____________________________________________

Your name:          Emails:     Phone:



Interdependent & Impact on ALL

Build a Circle (and grow the Circle) by recognizing 

the various ways people can contribute. 



Include a Facilitator

• Assist with planning

• Keeps focus on person

• Creates comfortable and 

safe environment

• Ensures participation of 

all, especially person



Reflection for Small Groups

■ What NEXT step or steps might you 

make?

■ Having listened to this talk about 

Circles, what is one of your strong 

“take aways?”



A few final thoughts

 about Creating and Maintaining Circles



Any age (!) is a 
great time to start!



Creating & Maintaining Circles

■ Seek out someone to talk to/explore

■ Make a list of potential people

– Think outside the box 

■ Create invitations, a letter, a text message

■ Plan a gathering & host regular check-ins

■ Keep focus-person at the center & engaged



Creating & Maintaining Circles

• Value different types of participating

Driving

6-minute journal

Yoga class



Creating & Maintaining Circles

■ Take risks

■ Ask for help

■ Nudge

■ Celebrate

■ Reflect



■ I want to live in a world where help is asked 
for and given freely, without guilt, pity or 
scorekeeping. But with a generosity of spirit 
that comes with the knowledge that we 
need each other --- that no one of us is 
really on our own. 

■ I want to live in a world where we learn and 
relearn to ask for help without apology ---but 
with dignity and grace. 

Last Story 



Inclusion is Belonging
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